WORKHORSE GROUP INC. (NASDAQ:WKHS)
MARKET SEGMENTS

- parcel delivery services
- snack and food delivery services
- beverage companies
- bakeries
- utilities
- uniform rental, linen and laundry services
- medical services
- municipalities
- other specialty services

BENEFITS

- Low Total Cost-of-Ownership
- No Vouchers Required – ROI in 4 years or less
- Greater than 400% Fuel Efficiency Improvement
- Greater than 50% Maintenance Savings
- Zero and Near Zero Emissions
- Collision Mitigation Features
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE - NEXT GENERATION DELIVERY VEHICLE

Workhorse and exclusive partner VT Hackney have been awarded a six vehicle prototype contract to build electric, range extended low-floor chassis vehicles as part of the USPS Next Generation Delivery Vehicle replacement program. The postal service goal of the $6B+ NGDV replacement program is to obtain vehicles that will help provide reliable and efficient delivery service for customers and honor the postal service’s commitment to reducing the environmental impact of their 180,000 vehicle fleet.

NGDV prototype vehicles on-route under going durability and carrier testing having been delivered in September 2017
W-15 WORK TRUCK

Workhorse to build the safest, most efficient, most capable and most cost effective work truck

>5,000 Pre-Orders from Leading Commercial Fleets

Fleets benefits will include:

- Lowest total cost-of-ownership of any light duty truck
  - Reduced costs by:
    - Low upfront acquisition cost
    - Low battery electric cost for the first 80 miles of driving each day
    - Improved fuel economy over conventional vehicle when using range extender
    - Significantly lower maintenance profile
- Long-life battery pack using Panasonic 18650 Li-Ion cells
- Zero emissions on electric; Near zero emissions on REx
- Designed to be the safest light duty truck available
  - Extended frontal crush zone
  - Lowest center of gravity for improved handling
- Competitive advantage through sustainability leadership
Click on the image to view a LIVE HorseFly Delivery
SureFly Summary

- FAA Experimental Certification
- Hybrid Electric First then Pure Electric
- 75 Mile Range at 70 MPH
- Stub Wings for Quieter/Cleaner Operation
- $200,000 Price
- Spinning Out of Workhorse to Create First Public Company Dedicated to VTOL
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